Three nights,

three outstanding authors,

PRESENTS...

one great cause

ASSISTING THE GTA’S YEZIDI REFUGEES
$50 brings these distinguished Canadian authors to
you via livestream. You will receive a tax receipt for
your donation.

SEPTEMBER 29

Sept 29 | Oct 6 | Oct 13 | 7:00 PM ET

Doug Saunders discusses Maximum
Canada
During most years before 1967, a
greater number of people fled Canada
than immigrated to it. Canada’s growth
has left us underpopulated. Our small
population continues to hamper our
competitive clout, our ability to act
independently in an increasingly
unstable world, and our capacity to
build the resources we need to make
our future viable. To avoid global
obscurity and create lasting prosperity,
to build equality and reconciliation of
indigenous and regional divides, and
to ensure economic and ecological
sustainability, Canada needs to triple its
population.

David Bezmozgis discusses Immigrant
City
In these deeply felt, slyly humorous
stories, Bezmozgis pleads no special
causes but presents immigrant
characters with all their contradictions
and complexities, their earnest and
divided hearts.
Immigrant City was a Giller Prize Finalist,
a Globe & Mail Best Book of the Year,
and a CBC Best Book of the Year.

OCTOBER 13

David Bezmozgis is an award-winning writer and filmmaker.
His books have been nominated for the Scotiabank/Giller
Prize, The Governor-General’s Award, the Trillium Prize and
won the Amazon.ca First Novel Award and the National
Jewish Book Award. In 2010, David was included in The
New Yorker’s 20 Under 40 issue, celebrating the twenty
most promising fiction writers under the age of forty.

Elizabeth Renzetti discusses
Shrewed
By turns laugh-out-loud funny
for the truths that she tells and
heartbreaking for the injustices
she exposes, bestselling author
and acclaimed journalist Elizabeth
Renzetti Shrewed lays bare the
personal and the political in the lives
of girls and women.

Elizabeth Renzetti is a national columnist with The
Globe and Mail. For a dozen years, Elizabeth was a
correspondent in the Globe’s London and Los Angeles
bureaus. Elizabeth’s first novel, Based on a True Story,
became a national bestseller and was a finalist for the
Kobo Emerging Writer Prize.

REGISTER HERE

Project Abraham’s Facebook
Project Abraham’s Youtube Channel
https://www.projectabraham.ca/

OCTOBER 6

Doug Saunders is The Globe and Mail’s international affairs
columnist. He has won the National Newspaper Award (the
Canadian counterpart to the Pulitzer Prize) on five occasions
and awards honouring him as Canada’s best columnist in 2006
and 2013.

